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TREND ALERT

MODERN
MAILLOTS

The itsy-bitsy bikini may
have lyrical notoriety,
but we’re currently loving
these chic one-pieces
BY JILLIAN VIEIRA

HEIDI KLEIN, $435,
NET-A-PORTER.COM

ANITA, $120, ANITA.COM

MOST WANTED

All eyes on you
When it comes to accessories, sunglasses have always been a
memorable mark of the times: Consider Jackie Kennedy’s trademark oversized sunnies. This spring, designers made a strong
case for our decade’s signature style: over-the-top plays on throwback shades. Primary-hued ski-goggle-like shapes showed up at
Stella McCartney, while a very Lolita-esque pair—with one lens

a red-tinged heart, the other a reflective star—caught showgoers’
attention at Giamba. When we look back on this moment, there’ll
be a little nostalgia and a lot of personality as far as the eye can see.
—Jillian Vieira. Photography by Paul Weeks.
KAREN WALKER SUNGLASSES, $386, KARENWALKER.COM

Elle’s summer prep secrets

BEAUTY INSIDER

ICON ALERT

PHOTOGRAPHY: GETTY IMAGES (MACPHERSON). COURTESY PACO RABANNE (GREENHOUSE AND PORTRAIT). ART DIRECTION: SONYA VAN HEYNINGEN (ALL EYES ON YOU)

H&M, $50, HM.COM

Elle Macpherson certainly earned
her nickname “the Body,” but the
Australian model is also an actor,
fashion designer, philanthropist
and mega-successful businesswo m a n — a n d sh e wa s re ce ntly
honoured with the Hudson’s Bay
Vanguard Award at the Canadian
A r t s & Fa sh i o n Awa rd s . W h e n
a ske d a b o ut th e se cret to h e r
continued success, the 52-year-old
icon points to her curiosity and the
courage that it demands. “Some of
my most interesting experiences
have been failures,” she says. “It’s
kind of self-af firming. I find the
whole process of trying new things
rewarding.” —J.V.

BETH RICHARDS, $330,
BETHRICHARDS.COM

1. Do a nutrition
reset “I’m on the
four-week body
plan from [my
brand] WelleCo.
It involves cutting
out sugar, which I’m
addicted to, so it’s
not that easy!”
WELLECO ALKALISING
GREENS 300G CADDY,
$135, WELLECO.COM

2. Massage and
exfoliate “I feel
like my legs and
skin tone are a bit
sluggish, so I’m
going to get my
circulation going.”
BVSPA SUGAR
SCRUB IN LAVENDER
& ROSEMARY,
$12, SHOPPERS
DRUG MART
(AFTER MAY 23)

3. Find your
perfect swimsuit “I’ve been
wearing a simple
bikini from Melissa
Odabash for
years—it’s the
right proportion
for my shape.”

J.CREW, $182, JCREW.COM

MELISSA ODABASH
SWIMSUIT, $270,
ODABASH.COM

FRAGRANCE

A
BEAUTIFUL MIND
Part alchemist, part artist—a perfumer reveals how he creates

WE ARE HANDSOME, $342,
WEAREHANDSOME.COM

winning fragrances from flowers, memories and machines

Above: The IFF greenhouse.
Right: Perfumer Loc Dong.
Below: Capturing a flower’s
unique scent.

BY RANI SHEEN

PACO RABANNE
OLYMPÉA EAU
DE PARFUM, $85
(50 ML), DEPARTMENT STORES

You think you know how lush fresh flowers can
smell—and then you walk into the vast greenhouse of the perfume company International
Flavors and Fragrances (IFF). “Flowers to me
should smell alive,” says perfumer Loc Dong, who
spends a lot of time here in the greenhouse, an
hour and a half outside New York City, seeking
out new specimens from around the world.
Dong’s latest olfactory creation is French
fashion house Paco Rabanne’s Olympéa, for which
he was tasked with creating a “fresh sensuality.”
“I started to think about ‘What is a new freshness?’” he says. “We perfumers have to challenge
ourselves.” Deciding on an aquatic take, but not
wanting to replicate famous watery scents such
as L’Eau d’Issey, Dong landed on the idea of
incorporating salt, after discovering a plant called
samphire that smells and tastes like the sea. It
didn’t make the final cut, but it kick-started his
creative process. While strolling the aisles of
plants, Dong explained how Olympéa’s final notes
came to be.
Salt “I’m from Vietnam and every summer I visit
my relatives. They cultivate salt by trapping water
from the ocean and letting the sun shine on it
throughout the day—in the evening you have

salt. But salt has no smell. Salt is a sensation. It’s
mineral, it’s fresh.”
Vanilla “The idea was to do fresh, salty vanilla.
Vanilla is very heavy, so I had to lighten it up. I
had to look for things with salty notes to give
freshness to it.”

AMAIÒ SWIM, $550,
AMAIOSWIM.COM

Green mandarin “You have salt with a margarita,
so I thought of adding citrus. I used an extract
of green mandarin. It isn’t acidic like lime or
lemon, and it’s zesty, not sweet...because vanilla
plus orange equals Creamsicle.”
Hydroponic jasmine “I was looking for something that wafts away, a flower that could go with
my salty vanilla, which is heavy. If I was using
natural jasmine that grows in soil, it would be
even heavier. Jasmine that grows in water smells
damp and watery.”
Ginger lily “This is one of my Asian touches. I
grew up with this; every morning when I opened
the window, there it was. IFF also makes a flavour
version of this and I love to drop it into a cocktail or
champagne. It’s not overly flowery. It’s sweet and
very spicy.”

JOE FRESH, $34,
JOEFRESH.COM

Inside the greenhouse

The 5,000-square-foot space bursts with thousands of plants from around the world—including
4,500 different orchids that bloom at different times of day in a constant floral symphony. There’s
only one or two of each variety, which is all that’s needed to capture the scent using Headspace
technology. A glass orb is placed over a plant and a tiny filter containing porous powder takes an
olfactory snapshot, which can then be replicated for use in perfumes or flavours. But it doesn’t have
the artistry of a trained nose like Dong’s. “If this machine did exactly what it says, I’d lose my job,”
he says, chuckling. “It gives me data, and I have to use my nose to interpret it.”

OLD NAVY, $45, OLDNAVY.CA
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HERE COMES
THE SUN

Shopping for sunscreen can be intimidating,
but the best way to narrow it down is by
tailoring it to your skin type. We turn to the
pros to bring you the ultimate SPF guide
BY NATASHA BRUNO

Sensitive
Reactive skin often flushes
red or stings, and is susceptible to psoriasis, rosacea
and eczema. Pon suggests
looking for formulas with
soothing, barrier-repairing
additions such as niacinamide. Skin-penetrating
chemical UV filters can cause
irritation, so try a mineral
sunscreen that sits on top of
the skin (look for zinc oxide
or titanium dioxide). “You
have to keep your ingredients gentle,” says Humphrey.
“Reactive skin should avoid
fragrance at all times and
products with too many
preservatives.”
The Kit picks:
PAULA’S CHOICE SKINCARE
CALM REDNESS RELIEF
SPF 30 MOISTURIZER, $36,
PAULASCHOICE.COM.
AVÈNE EAU THERMALE HIGH
PROTECTION EMULSION SPF
50+, $25, DRUGSTORES

Combination
Those with combination skin notice excess oil

mostly on the nose and
forehead, and dry patches
on the cheeks. “Look for a
lotion, not a cream,” advises
Humphrey. “That will be
tolerated in the drier areas
and not make the normalto-oily areas greasy.”
The Kit picks:

COPPERTONE CLEARLY
SHEER SPF 30, $9, DRUGSTORES. SHISEIDO
WETFORCE ULTRA SUN
PROTECTION LOTION
SPF 50, $49, HUDSON’S BAY

Dry
A p a rc h e d co m p l exi o n
often feels tight and flaky
and can appear rough or
dull. Look for products
without drying alcohol but
with softening emollients.
“Look for a cream-based
or moisturizing sunscreen,”
says H umphrey. “ Facial
s u n s c re e n s te n d to b e
lighter in texture and less
oily. Body sunscreens are
heavier and more moisturizing—that could work well
for dry skin.”
The Kit picks:
JOSIE MARAN ARGAN DAILY
MOISTURIZER SPF 47, $41,
JOSIEMARANCOSMETICS.COM.
JOSH ROSEBROOK NUTRIENT
DAY CREAM WITH SPF 30, $128,
THEDETOXMARKET.CA

dermatologist and clinical researcher at the Carruthers & Humphrey
Cosmetic Clinic in Vancouver.
But when you’re also trying to address concerns like blemishes, dryness
or sensitivity, the prospect of slathering on thick, pasty sunscreens and triggering skin reactions is unappealing. Luckily, those days are over. “We’re
at a stage in the cosmetic industry where there is a formulation for every
skin type,” says Humphrey. “There’s no point in me prescribing a texture of
sunscreen that a patient doesn’t like because they will not use it.” So here is
a shortcut to finding the product that suits your skin type. No more excuses!

Oily
To d o d g e t h e g r e a s e
slick, look for lightweight
textures. “I’ll often recomm e n d a p owd e r- b a s e d
sunscreen, or a mineral
one with mattifying ingredients,” says Humphrey.
“ M any chemic al -f ilter
sunscreens are oil formulations, so even when you
use the most mattif ying
one, it’s still adding oil to
the skin.”
The Kit picks:
ÉMINENCE ORGANICS SUN
DEFENSE MINERALS, $58,
BUYNATURALSKINCARE.
COM. SEPHORA COLLECTION
8HR MATTIFYING MOISTURIZER SUNSCREEN SPF 20,
$29, SEPHORA.CA

Normal
Well, lucky you. “Patients
with n o r m a l s k i n d o n ’ t
identify with any skin symptoms,” says Humphrey. If
you have few or no breakouts, no severe sensitivity
a n d a n eve n to n e , yo u
have a lot of flexibility in

how you shop. “Choose
based on your personal
prefe re nce for product
appearance and feel,”
says Humphrey. You could
even opt for a double-duty
sunscreen for both face
and body.
The Kit pick:

other medication. “But it’s
good to discuss this with
your doctor,” she advises.
The Kit pick:

SKINCEUTICALS PHYSICAL
MATTE UV DEFENSE SPF 50,
$44, MEDI-SPAS. LA ROCHE
POSAY ANTHELIOS MINERAL
TINTED ULTRA FLUID LOTION
SPF 50, $34, SHOPPERS
DRUG MART

GARNIER OMBRELLE
ULTRA LIGHT ADVANCED
WEIGHTLESS FACE LOTION
SPF 60, $18, DRUGSTORES.
NEUTROGENA ULTRA-SHEER
FACE AND BODY STICK
SPF 50, $18, DRUGSTORES

Acne-prone
If you get frequent breako ut s , yo u n e e d to re a d
l a b e ls . “ Lo o k fo r lig htweight formulas and
make sure they’re oil-free
and non-comedogenic,”
says Pon, explaining that
comedogenic ingredie n t s g u n k u p p o re s . I f
yo u ’re u si n g to p i c a l o r
oral acne treatments,
your skin is likely more
photosensitive, or vulnerable to sun damag e —
even more reason to use
SPF. Humphrey suggests
choosing mineral UV
filters, which are not chemically reactive and won’t
b e co m e in a c tivate d by

Wrinkled
As skin matures, it
produces less collagen and
elastin, leading to wrinkles and crepey texture.
UV rays accelerate this
process. “It’s nice to kill
two birds with one stone,”
s ay s P o n , w h o r e c o m mends a rich moisturizer
with anti-aging peptides as
well as UV filters. And as
pigment-containing melanocyte cells dip in number,
the skin becomes thinner
and more translucent,
leading to hyperpigmentation (a.k.a. age spots).
SPF is crucial to slow down
this process.
The Kit picks:

OLAY TOTAL EFFECTS
ANTI-AGING DAILY
MOISTURIZER SPF 30, $33,
DRUGSTORES. COLORESCIENCE EVEN UP 3-IN-1 SKIN
PERFECTOR SPF 50, $149,
LICENSED PRACTITIONERS

ONE-MINUTE MIRACLE

Dear Clarins Instant
Light Natural Lip
Perfector: I’m a little
clingy when it comes
to my lip products:
I keep them close
at hand for regular
reapplication after
they come off on my
endless cups of tea.
You are there for
me at any hour (and
every hour), with a
shiny but not tacky
finish that brightens
up my face, a
flattering red tint and
a nourishing mix of
shea butter and wild
mango that keeps
my lips from drying
out. You also smell
deliciously like candy
apples, providing a
nostalgic (if appetitestimulating) moment
of escape, well, every
hour. Best, Rani Sheen
CLARINS INSTANT LIGHT
NATURAL LIP PERFECTOR IN RED
SHIMMER, $20, CLARINS.COM

*

CANADIAN
CHARITY PARTNERS:
Book an appointment or drop by any Benefit
BrowBar during the month of May to take part
in the Bold is Beautiful Program.
Visit boldisbeautiful.com/ca for a list of locations.

#BoldIsBeautiful

*100% of the purchase price of all brow wax services sold in May at the Benefit Boutique and Sephora Brow Bars in Canada will be donated to the
following registered Canadian charities: Habitat for Humanity Canada (118950120RR0001) and Canadian Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association
Foundation (133740316RR0001). Donation amount excludes taxes. Benefit’s donations will be split 50-50 between the charities.

ILLUSTRATION: ISTOCK PHOTO

There’s one fact upon which every dermatologist agrees: Sunscreen isn’t
only for the beach. “People think that if they’re inside, they’re not getting
sun, but if you’re sitting by a window, UVA rays come through the glass,”
says Dr. Kucy Pon, Toronto dermatologist and consultant to Olay. While
UVB rays are the sunburn culprits, UVA rays are the major player in
premature skin aging and skin cancers—and they penetrate your skin
year round, even when it’s cloudy. So sun protection needs to be a part of
your daily skincare routine. Yes, every day. “I recommend pairing it with
tooth brushing. Just get into the routine,” says Dr. Shannon Humphrey,

CF SHERWAY GARDENS
CF TORONTO EATON CENTRE

REISS.COM/CA
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Carte blanche
WES GORDON

Nothing is more luxurious than a pristine white outfit. But, faced with spilled coffees
and lipstick smudges, is this season’s breeziest trend actually too risky to wear?

ZAC POSEN

Cate Blanchett
en blanche at the
2016 American
Film Institute
awards in January.

I’m getting ready to leave the house, and my son is
looking at me the way Jackson Pollock might have
beheld a blank canvas, pre-masterwork. I am, after all,
wearing layer upon fresh layer of white—snowy jeans
from Swedish brand Acne, a Filippa K button-down
that feels as though it’s been loomed from a summer
cloud, a creamy linen sweater edged with kid mohair
and a pristine pair of Maison Kitsune sneaks. As I
don an ivory trench from Italy’s Aspesi—as weightless
as a Mediterranean breeze, and what one might don
for a boat trip on the Sardinian coast—my 1-year-old
looks at me with shining eyes, an artist with, well,
carte blanche, as if to say: “God, what I could do with
a prune purée…”
This season, designers like Zac Posen, Phillip Lim
and Wes Gordon sent all-white outfits sailing down
runways, and Pink Tartan featured full skirts and dropwaist dresses in scuba-ready fabrics paired with trainers
in shades brighter than a klieg light.
I, however, am rushing out to teach a writing workshop at University of Toronto’s downtown campus,
dropping photocopied handouts on the sidewalk en
route. This seems entirely inappropriate given my
ensemble—haste, clumsiness and poorly paid employment are the enemy of luxury, and this head-to-toe
white outfit has a plane to Corsica to catch, not a
paycheque to earn.
But as I approach my classroom, I realize I feel fresh
and put together, like the kind of person who owns a
catamaran; the kind who lets other people worry about
the tedium of laundry. I feel great. I feel different. To
be clear: I feel rich.
The decadence of white clothing lies in investing
in that which will not last. Insofar as practicality and
logic go, committing to a white pant is much like
espousing marriage—that other pro-white-dress arena
that prizes the lunacy of hope over reason; the freshness may not endure, but we invest in the hope (or
fantasy) that it will.
Historically the season in which it was appropriate
to wear whites was finite, too. Alabaster goes well with

suntans and vacations and good credit ratings; it’s the
shade of sails and villas in Greece and wind-blown
linens. But on the runway, white was popping up long
before Victoria Day. “White isn’t strictly a seasonal
colour anymore,” Sasha Weltman, manager at Toronto’s
Want Apothecary, tells me, passing me a pile of crisp
white poplins and linens. “Many brands are making
transitional white pieces by playing with textures and
different types of fabrics. Sweaters combine standard summer fabrics like linen with heavier ones like
mohair to carry you through each season.” Weltman
also advises that the all-white look relies on layering
different shades of pale to “add depth” to the outfit.
“And adding a white button-down shirt or boyfriend
jean brings a touch of masculinity to what is considered
a soft and feminine trend.”
It does feel feminine. But it also feels risky. “That
looks dangerous,” my mom said when I slipped on
my light ensemble. You know you’re bourgeois when
sporting pale denim is what
passes for danger—but the
world does feel threatening
whilst one is in whites, what
with its diabolical pasta
sauces and its ruinous baby
fruit purées.
“You look like you’re on
your way to a yacht club,” a
student remarks at the end of
class. Instead, I head home.
It’s late and I’m hungry, but
I avoid consorting with any
messy snacks until my clothes
are restored to the safety of
the closet. And for a last few
moments, I revel in my luxurious look, in the fantasy and
(white) lie that I have a wardrobe full of summer-weight
whites—and a bank account Stren in her crisp look
deeply in the black.
from Want Apothecary.

Shop the trend
Look fresh from head to toe
FROM LEFT: PINK TARTAN TOP,
PRICE UPON REQUEST, PINKTARTAN.COM. ELA BAG, $395,
ELABYELA.COM. LE CHÂTEAU
PANTS, $90, LECHATEAU.COM.
THE FRYE COMPANY SHOES,
$292, THEFRYE COMPANY.COM

SHOPPING LIST

BEAUTY
DESK

1

Beach waves in a flash, a vitamin C
powerhouse and coconut oil to go—
beauty editor Rani Sheen’s pick of
the latest crop of wonders

4

3

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PAUL WEEKS

2

1. Sole mates
Like Emergen-C for your feet, these
effervescent tablets dissolve in water for
a refreshing, softening soak.
MARY KAY FOOT FIZZIES, $35 WITH
PEDICURE SET, MARYKAY.COM

2. On the dot
This citrus-sweet scent got a fancy new
polka dot outfit to celebrate its 10th
birthday. HBD!
NINA RICCI NINA POP EAU DE TOILETTE,
$86 (80 ML), SEARS.CA

3. With a twist
This silky, blurring primer-esque formula
features a hefty dose of free-radicalfighting L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C).

8

INDEED LABS VITAMIN C24 CREAM,
$25, SHOPPERS DRUG MART

4. Crazy for coco
A squeezy tube of pure, fair-trade
coconut oil—because it’s a challenge
to bring your value-size jar on vacation.
CONSCIOUS COCONUT COCONUT OIL,
$24, 889YOGA.COM/SHOP

5. Balmy weather
This palest pink lip balm nourishes with
algae extracts and tastes pleasingly minty.
TARTE RAINFOREST OF THE SEA LIP QUENCH
RESCUE IN OPAL, $23, SEPHORA.CA

6
7

“A technicolour
keyboard and
charger cables
are a workday
mood booster.
(Bonus: My
black T-strap
mani looks great
against it.)”

6. Look alive
Leave it to a star L.A. facialist to deliver
an eye-balm stick made with calming
goat milk that glides around puffy eyes
and doubles as highlighter.
KATE SOMERVILLE GOAT MILK DE-PUFFING
EYE BALM, $48, SEPHORA.CA

7. Red or dead
Paula’s Choice (in-house brand of the
popular skincare review forum) tackles
redness-prone skin with a serum packed
with soothing sea-whip extract and
barrier-reinforcing ceramides.
PAULA’S CHOICE SKINCARE REDNESS
RELIEF REPAIRING SERUM, $32,
PAULASCHOICE.COM

8. New waves
The surf spray that started it all has
morphed into a liquid foam. Spray on
damp hair and blow-dry for beachy—
but not gritty—texture.
BUMBLE AND BUMBLE SURF
FOAM SPRAY, $37, SEPHORA.CA

5

PHOTOGRAPHY: PETER STIGTER (RALPH LAUREN ON COVER, SPORTMAX, LIM, RAG & BONE); GETTY IMAGES (GORDON, POSEN, BLANCHETT); ISTOCK PHOTO (HORSE, ILLUSTRATIONS); GEORGE PIMENTEL (PINK TARTAN). FCTRY KEYBOARD COVER, $20, BAN.DO. POWER TRIP LIGHTNING WALL & CAR CHARGER SET, $32, HAPPY PLUGS LIGHTNING CABLE, $30, INDIGO

RAG &
BONE

3.1 PHILLIP LIM

SPORTMAX

PINK TARTAN

BY OLIVIA STREN
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How to bronze

NATASHA

Radiant, tanned skin is a rite of summer, but who needs the sun damage?
We help a group of friends get the perfect glow
BY NATASHA BRUNO | PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACLYN LOCKE

Maybe it’s because I was worried about looking like an
Oompa Loompa, or because I assumed the colour would
disappear on my brown skin, but I’ve never really given
bronzers a fair shot. This summer, though, I’ve decided
to go for the faux glow, inspired by the desert-bronzed
skin on the Michael Kors and Hervé Léger runways.
To make sure I was doing it properly, I invited over six

friends with varying skin tones and bronzing experience
as well as makeup artist Aniya Nandy—an aficionado
who divides her own bronzers into summer and winter
shades—to teach us her golden ways. I realized two
main things: I’m not alone (my friends didn’t know
what they were doing either) and bronzers should not
be applied like blush. Here’s what we learned.

MAGGIE

KAY

KARA

Skin tone: Fair with
olive undertones
Pre-party
perspective: “I use
bronzer like blush.”
Pro pick: Tata
Harper Contour
Very Bronzing
Cheek Tint,
applied in circular
motions on cheeks
and temples.
The verdict: “I look
like I’m partway
through a beach
vacation—that
perfect gold.”

Skin tone: Fair with
a pink undertone
Pre-party
perspective: “I’m
afraid of bronzer.
Sometimes people
look orange.”
Pro pick: Clarins
Poudre Soleil
Bronzing & Blush
dusted from ear to
cheekbone.
The verdict: “It’s the
way I always hope
I’ll look when I’m
first out in the sun.”

Skin tone: Mediumdark with a golden
undertone
Pre-party
perspective:
“I wonder what the
point is since I’m
already tan.”
Pro pick: Charlotte
Tilbury Beach Stick
in Ibiza, blended
outward from the
apples and down
to the jaw.
The verdict: “It
warms and enhances
my colour—like I just
came back from the
Mediterranean but
without the debt.”

Skin tone: Tan with
an olive undertone
Pre-party
perspective:
“I usually contour
the hollows of my
cheeks.”
Pro pick: Sephora
Collection I Love
Cushion Bronzer
in Light/Medium
brushed onto
cheeks, forehead
and down the neck.
The verdict: “My
cheeks look fuller
in a good way.”

GLOW-GETTERS
Pick up one of
these bronzers
to score a
sun-kissed look

CLARINS POUDRE
SOLEIL BRONZING
& BLUSH, $42,
CLARINS.COM

TATA HARPER
CONTOUR VERY
BRONZING
CHEEK TINT, $53,
SEPHORA.CA

LUCIA

LAURA

Skin tone: Fair with
an olive undertone
Pre-party
perspective:
“I grabbed some
random bronzer and
ended up with major
shimmer all over. I felt
conspicuous.”
Pro pick: Elizabeth
Arden Sunset
Bronze Prismatic
Bronzing Powder
in Warm Bronze,
contoured from ear
to cheekbone.
The verdict: “I have
more life! It helps
define my face.”

Skin tone: Ivory with
a pink undertone
Pre-party
perspective: “I think
my usual bronzer is
too matte and sometimes it looks muddy.”
Pro pick: Essence
Sun Club Shimmer
Bronzing Powder in
Sunloved—which isn’t
too golden or too
shimmery—swiped
onto cheeks, forehead,
chin, neck and eyelids.
The verdict:
“This feels warmer
and more natural.”

MELODY

Skin tone: Dark with
a red undertone
Pre-party
perspective: “I have
a bronzer but I don’t
know what to do
with it.”
Pro pick: Guerlain
Terracotta the
Bronzing Powder
in 09 Intense,
applied as an angled
contour under her
cheekbones and
complemented with
blush on her cheeks.
The verdict: “My
cheeks are brighter.
I love it!”

PRO
TIP SHEET
Makeup artist Aniya Nandy’s bronzing strategies
ESSENCE SUN
CLUB SHIMMER
BRONZING POWDER
IN SUNLOVED,
$5, SHOPPERS
DRUG MART

CHARLOTTE
TILBURY BEACH
STICK IN IBIZA,
$48, CHARLOTTETILBURY.CA

SEPHORA
COLLECTION
I LOVE CUSHION
BRONZER IN
LIGHT/MEDIUM,
$19, SEPHORA.CA

ELIZABETH
ARDEN SUNSET
BRONZE PRISMATIC BRONZING
POWDER IN
WARM BRONZE,
$48, SHOPPERS
DRUG MART

GUERLAIN
TERRACOTTA THE
BRONZING POWDER
IN 09 INTENSE,
$62, GUERLAIN
COUNTERS

1. Pick the right product. For
the most natural-looking glow,
learn what shades and textures
work best for your complexion.
If you’re fair with pink undertones, look for neutrals. “You
don’t want to add to the pink
you already have, but you don’t
want it too brown because
you’ll look orange,” explains
Nandy. If you’re olive, go for
peachy-gold formulas to warm
up the skin. If you have a
deeper skin tone, choose rich
hazelnut or chocolate shades to
avoid looking muddy.
2. Consider your skin type. If
you’re dealing with breakouts
or flakiness, say no to creamy
or shimmery formulas. “Those
are going to put troubled skin
under a magnifying glass,”
says Nandy. If you’re prone to
dryness, however, soft shimmers can help add the luminosity that parched skin lacks.
3. Make sure your bronzer
and brush are well matched.
Choose a big, f luffy, round
brush for applying powders.
Liquids and creams can leave
harsh lines, so go for a flat-top
stippling brush. “This brush
can really buff the cream in so
it doesn’t look like it’s sitting
on top of the skin,” explains
Nandy. To use bronzer as a
contour on darker skin, use an
angled brush and apply colour
under the cheekbones.

4. Follow the sunshine. For
a vacation-equivalent glow,
apply bronzer where the sun
would naturally hit your face.
“It’s all in the high planes:
the cheeks, the corners of
the forehead, a little on the
nose,” explains Nandy. “I’ll
even put a little above the
eye, on the crease.” Dust
your cheekbones first, and
don’t double-dip for the rest
of the face. “Just use what’s
left over on the brush.” And
if you’re freckled, follow the
speckles. “That’s where the
sun will go. They’re like a
little map.”
5. Imagine a “3” shape. For
a foolproof application, start
at the apples of the cheeks
and blend your bronzer in
an outward curve up to the
forehead along the hairline,
then back down that curve
and out again, passing over
the hollow of the cheeks and
just under the jawline.
6. Don’t forget about your
neck. Use any last bits of
bronzer on your brush to
wa r m up you r neck a nd
collarbone. “You want your
neck to match your face and
your chest. Your chest gets a
lot of sun naturally, like the
face, but your neck is hidden
by your chin, so it’s going to
be lighter,” says Nandy. Bonus:
“It’s also slimming.”

A bubbly evening
of champagne
and networking
in support
of Bridgepoint
Wednesday May 18th, 2016
Cambria Gallery
91 Parliament Street, Toronto
6:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
The evening includes a reception
followed by a tutored tasting
featuring an exclusive selection
of champagne.

Limited tickets!

Visit: https://pop2016.eventbrite.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

GLOW
ON
Warmer days call for fresh, luminous
skin and hints of juicy colour. Reach for
lighter-weight serums and warm-weather
radiance boosters, like these must-try
products, to score a covetable complexion

LIT FROM
WITHIN

BRILLIANT
SHINE

NEW
Stila Aqua Glow®
Serum Foundation
in Bronzage, $59

Smooth a few drops of
this innovative primer
oil onto clean skin for
max glowiness.

REAL
RADIANCE

Light up cheekbones
and the inner corners of
the eyes with a dab of
this pearly highlighter.

Infused with hydrating
hyaluronic acid, this
lightweight, reflective
foundation blends in
smoothly for a bright
complexion that looks
great in any lighting.

Smashbox
Photo Finish
Primer Oil,
$49

LIP LUSTRE

KISSED
BY THE
SUN

Use the fun sponge applicator to
apply this fruity-scented lip oil for
a balm-meets-gloss look. For more
colour, layer on another coat.

NEW
Lancôme
Juicy Shaker
Lip Oil in
Piece of
Cake, $28

Dust this golden
bronzer on the high
points of your face
to fake a just-backfrom-vacation tan.

Clinique
Chubby
Stick
Sculpting
Highlight,
$26

F LO R A L
FA N TA S Y
NEW
Valentino
Valentina Poudre
Eau de Perfume,
50mL, $96

A feminine powdery-floral
scent, this limited-edition
blend of iris, tuberose and
terracotta powder will
have you feeling refined.
LIMITED EDITION

Benefit
Cosmetics
Hoola
Bronzer,
$36

SHOP LUXURY BEAUTY 24/7 AT beautyBOUTIQUE.CA

T R E N D I N G N OW

SUN STRIPPING
THE NEW CONTOURING, THIS INFLUENCERA P P R OV E D LO O K M I M I C S A N AT U R A L TA N

STEP 1:

Prep skin using a sheer, luminous foundation
that lets any freckles show through.

STEP 2:

Use a flat brush to apply a stripe of matte
bronzer where the sun would kiss your skin:
from the centre of your nose across both
cheekbones, and up to the top of each ear.

F OL LOW B EAU TY O N I N STAG R A M @ S H O PPE R S D R U GMA RTO FFICIA L

STEP 3:

Buff and blend the colour with a blush brush.

STEP 4:

Complete the look by adding highlighter on the
upper cheekbones and around the eye area.

V I S I T U S I N - S TO R E F O R A
LU M I N O U S N E W LO O K

